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About This Game

A tough-as-nails cave-flyer for players who want a solid challenge. Stay on your toes or this galaxy will devour you.

Retrobooster is an exceptionally difficult 2.5D shooter, focused on skill-based flying and enemy blasting. Pilot your nimble
thrust ship through bizarre worlds littered with vicious enemies. Each new level takes you farther from home and, ultimately,

into the deadliest reaches of the galaxy. Retrobooster also has speed-flying challenges, puzzles, juicy monsters, a warped sense
of humor, and a healthy dose of bullet hell action. Survive to the end if you can, and use your new flying skills to replay for high

scores.

Features

Master classic thrust ship controls, plus reverse thrust

Enjoy detailed physics (with plenty of death by crushing)

Navigate 30+ increasingly diabolical levels

Unlocked levels can be replayed any time

Unleash 10 fierce weapons on a galaxy of enemies

Challenge yourself with 4 difficulty levels
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Customizable controls, because Retrobooster is all about daring flying and unbridled shooting

Keyboard

Mouse and keyboard

Game controller (Some popular controllers are recognized automatically)
Split-screen multiplayer for up to 4 players (no online multiplayer)

Cooperative and deathmatch multiplayer modes

Electronic soundtrack by Subatomicglue frontman, Kevin Meinert
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Game is nice, however the publisher isn't.
I'm new to 9Dragons, but it's impossible to play. On launch they closed the server, thus the community keeps experiencing lags,
bugs, disconnects, and glitches in general with the connection.
Long story short, first impression is ruined.. Now I can finally look at a gigantic knob in VR and look at fine art at the same
time, 5/7 perfect score GOTY 2018 :^). Got it in that humble bundle thing.

Honestly, not my type of game. I'm not very good at these sorts of things.

But.

I had fun. I beat the "normal" mode and thought, "maybe I am good at these", to be sorely mistaken. I got halfway through the
hard difficulty and just don't think I can do it anymore because I started to fall back levels.

The game is fun. It's hard as♥♥♥♥♥♥ but it's fun. The dubstep is actually very fitting for something like this, which I thought
I would never say haha.

As for the $10,000 competition, I don't know what happened there and I don't know if the guy all up in that thread cheated or
not. To be honest, I think someone who didn't cheat would have been a little more confrontational than what the guy was and
would have maybe posted his own data (records) and even then he could have doctored those, like some claim the dev did. But, I
honestly do not give a♥♥♥♥♥♥ Betas will be betas I guess.

I think $4 is fair for this if you actually plan to try and get further into this game than halfway through the second, out of three,
difficulty level. If you just want to play like the first difficulty level (20 minutes tops) and not play the second because you
know you aren't good at these types of games, then a flash game would probably suffice. However if you're someone who thinks
they're hot♥♥♥♥♥♥and can beat this, the price is insanely cheap.

Huh. Kind of awkward to judge this game based off of how much or how little content it has the capability of producing for
each different individual.. Well I have to agree this game is a complete rip-off of Renegade Ops with no fun to be had at all. It
was painful just playing it 15-20 mins. Got it cheap in a bundle but a waste of the space on my hard drive and my bandwidth.
Setting leaves on fire in the background would be more fun than playing this game.. The game seems pretty solid with the
intention of even more being added. So far, for £3.99 it is easily worth it. It might take a few tries to get used to serving power,
but once a rally gets going, it feels pretty natural.

I am not an avid ping pong player, so I might not be the best person to ask about realism though.

Would recommend.. Enjoy Pac-Man style play? Enjoy hilarious stories? Deported 2 has that and more! The gameplay
combined with the story make up for it being so short, let alone the time between 1 and 2 releasing. A fun series to get in to!.
Game features ten seconds of unskippable Developer / Publisher / Name Of Random Company credits and a remarkably full-
fledged "Options" screen that presents the player with a buffet of choices, such as 1) turning the music on or off and 2) deciding
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whether the game is full-screen or not. Actually those are the only options but hey they both persist after you close the game so
it's already a step above Super Meat Boy and that horrible Zelda knockoff the Meat Boy idiots made.

That's actually the extent of the game - if you click anything other than Help/Options or Achievements the game thoughtfully
closes without so much as a "Send Error Report" popup. As a bonus, you can also click "Start Challenge" and look at another
menu full of options that will make the game automatically crap itself and close. The possibilities are truly limitless, because
you can keep clicking on Help/Options and Achievements for hours, days, even weeks at a time should you be so desperate.

If you check the game's forums you'll see testimony of several people who've somehow gotten it to run (just search for the word
"underwhelming" which nearly 100% of the people who've played it use to describe the experience), so I suppose there's a
chance it's just my rig, but 1) I run a pretty standard XP setup and 2) I'm really pissed off I couldn't play the game and make
Bad Rats jokes about it so I'm afraid I'm just going to be a bit unforgiving here.. To make this game easier to control, you will
likely want;

autoclicker (press and hold) for left and right mouse buttons
mouse smoothing off

I actually got real sick of using a mouse and ended up binding everything to the keyboard, and using that.

Controller (twin stick) would be recomended, but I don't have one, so I cannot confirm that it is comptible.

Game review;

Gameplay
Simililar to top down top-scroller shooters, but with freedom of movement - you can fly in any direction, not just "up" or
"forward" - this is an interesting idea, and I quite like it.
Enemies tend to start shooting you from off screen. this can get a bit annoying.
All bullets are dodge-able, but you will take a few hits in later levels, when it becomes bullet-hell.
There is an XP mechanic.

Graphics;
Tidy, good looking. for a top-down stype shooter
explosions are fairly well done, but you noice their pre-rendered state on larger ones (hardly an issue)
top/odwn/3d with feeling of real depth (distance)
I feel the camera view should be slightly less top, and more bihind - a compromise between topdown and 3rd person shooter
(like SMITE, WOW, Minimum,), to give a wider/longer view out to the front of the craft.
Vertigo inducing. - i started getting motion sickness from the camera.

Sound.
passable, sometimes you get blips and notifications and you have no idea why.

Story.
Whatever... go here, shoot this.
Story based ingame notifications don't warn you that they popped up audibly, so they can be easy to miss if you don't keep an
eye on your bottom left corner after every objective.

No save points during missions.

It's an OK game that has some minor flaws that can detract from the experience. I'd suggest a purchase only if you are a fan of
the Genre
. This game is great!
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great game!. I'd rather spend $0.70 on a CS:GO skin and never use it for the rest of my life than spend $0.70 again on this
game.. Nothing worked on my 1080 ti, really hope they can sort it out, because it does have promise. Nostalgia :3. From
developer Novel Tea Games, and publisher Lost Fables, comes Runeous: Part One. Released in 2016, this is a casual indie
simulation game with a few small achievements.

Runeous is a two part story and within part one, we are introduced to the main plot line and the main characters of the story.
Taking roughly 20 minutes of game play, Runeous: Part One follows the story of a small group of heroes in a world that has
been ruined by the wars of history.

Rune stones possess magical qualities in the world of Ceir’a, and they fuel the world; however, their secrets have long been lost.
Humans research them to try and rediscover what they hold. However, Ceir’a is under a new threat, an evil empire beginning to
rise, and Leif must work with a Jacawi - Eme, to thwart the rising. However, not all is as it should be when the fabric of nature
itself begins to fall apart.

When I first entered Runeous: Part One, I wasn’t expecting much at all. Maybe a small, short graphic novel, and based on the art
work, that was exactly what I was getting. I had no idea what this game was about before I first opened it, so finding out it was a
fantasy game was rather a pleasant surprise.

The first thing that caught me eye was the art work. I didn’t think the art work was as good as it could have been,; the character
designed has worked hard, and that’s easy to see but in my own personal opinion, it just didn’t seem right.

The story line itself was really interesting and I found myself really pulled in. The ending was absolutely spectacular and I
cannot wait for the second part of this. I’m really disappointed I couldn’t find it on the Steam Store already.

There are some little things about this game, however, that were rather annoying. For instance, taking so long to go through each
speech; as the narrators told us the story, there was a long lapse between each line of speech and that could have been sped up a
little bit – it was extremely annoying. Spamming space, clicking frantically, etc, would not speed it up. You cannot skip the
spaces between dialogue which is something that made me frown quite a bit. The longer it takes to continue the story, the
quicker and easier it is for someone to lose interest – as someone with attention disorders, I’m really lucky I managed to keep
myself entertained with the story.

At the end of the day, this is a solid 3 out of 5 stars, a few different things could be changed, but Runeous is a good game that
holds its own. It does well, and the cliffhanger is absolutely wonderful. I had goosebumps on my skin and anxiety in my
stomach, and other than a few technical things, there is literally nothing I can fault about this game.

A definite recommendation from me.. Would become a rubber ducky/10. It was a lot of fun, I'm not sure what the negative
reviews are for. It is what it was advertised to be, and I got it on sale for 2 dollars. The game was totaly worth the money.. It
lacks content and it gets pretty boring after you play normal mode cuz theres no other levels so ya its very boring. This game is a
lot of fun! I really like the combat system. Being able to move with the left stick and aim/shoot with the right is really, really
nice. The combo system is a nice extra touch, too. The bosses are tough at first, but once you figure out how to beat them they're
no problem, which is really satisfying. Looks great to boot.

Definitely an upgrade over the original. More levels, even more awesome music, better presentation, and a new character all
make it very worth it to upgrade to this version over the original (for cheap, might I add!).
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